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Durham Women v Blackburn
Sunday 6 December 2020, 12pm
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LEE 
SANDERS

Good afternoon and welcome to to-
day’s game against Blackburn Rovers.

I’d like to extend a warm welcome to 
Gemma Donnelly, Jane Parker and all 
the players, staff and officials who have 
travelled today.

We come into this game after a 
two-week break, and it’s been nice to 
not be as full on during that period. We 
had actually planned a full week off for 
the players, but credit to them as they 
wanted to come in and train. There’s 
not been a great deal for them to do 
in terms of the lockdown situation, so 
they were really positive about coming 
in and getting some extra work done in 
the gym and on the pitch.

Our last game before the break was 
the draw with Aston Villa and the per-
formance in that game was excellent. 
We’ve spoken in the past about the re-
sult being there when perhaps the per-

formance wasn’t, but the performance 
against Villa was excellent - especially 
in the first half. We deserved the result 
we got against Villa and maybe even 
deserved better. But we’ve qualified 
for the quarter-finals of the Continental 
Cup which we’ve never done before, 
and that’s a massive positive.

During the two-week break we’ve also 
seen some of our players undergo 
treatment on their injuries. Iris Ach-
terhof and Abby Holmes have had 
operations in-line with their recovery 
plans and it’s great to see Becky Salicki 
back in training too.

Today we welcome Blackburn Rovers - 
and as we say every week, there are no 
easy games in this league. Blackburn 
have found their feet in the league and 
are very hard to beat. Today’s game 
will be difficult - we know that from last 
season. We were doing well last season 
and slipped up against them, so we 

have to be on the top of our game 
today. They have some good players, 
some experience and some very good 
young players. I’m absolutely certain it 
will be a real contest.

It’s great to see so many supporters 
watching our live streams of the games 
and donating to our 
#ENDCHILDDFOODPOVERTY 
campaign. It’s a really important cause 
and the fans have been tremendous 
in donating. Money is tight at the 
moment but the generosity of people 
has been fantastic - so please continue 
donating this weekend as all the mon-
ey will go to very worthy causes.

Thanks once again for your support.

Lee Sanders



Sarah
wilson

Good afternoon and welcome to 
today’s game against Blackburn.

We’ve had a couple of weeks without 
a game, but the girls have done 
absolutely everything. We’ve worked 
hard on what we’ve been looking to 
develop from the past few games, so 
it’s been a fantastic international break 
for us and we’ve worked hard.

In the schedule we were down for a 
week off, but it was brilliant to see peo-
ple down at the training ground and 
working hard even when they could 
have been off. It’s great to have that 
mentality in and around the squad be-
cause that’s what we’ll need this year.

We’ll take confidence from our last 
game before the break against Aston 
Villa. The performance on the night 
was really good, and we tried 
something new. On the night, we 
pulled it off and everyone was buzzing 

leaving that game.

Today we face Blackburn, who have 
been absolutely fantastic in the last 
few weeks. They’ve brought in some 
good players and they’ve got some 
fantastic results and some great clean 
sheets. We know this will be a massive 
challenge and we need to make sure 
we focus on ourselves.

This season especially, the league is so 
competitive and every game is a 
challenge. We just need to make sure 
we focus on us, our game and what we 
want to set out to do - and put all past 
results behind us.

Every game this season is a big game, 
and every game we’re playing we’re 
treating like a mini cup final. We’ve got 
Blackburn first and then Coventry and 
Liverpool before Christmas - which are 
three massive games. We just need to 
make sure we build as much momen-

tum as we can and put ourselves in the 
best possible position.

If you’re watching today’s game on 
the live stream, please do donate to 
our #ENDCHILDFOODPOVERTY cam-
paign. The support has been second 
to none and it’s great to see so many 
people tuning-in and then donating. 
The club and everyone involved is so 
grateful for the support and it’ll help 
out so many local people who need it 
at this time of year.

Thanks as always for your 
brilliant support!

Sarah Wilson 
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MEET OUR VISITORS

BLACKBURN 
Formed in 1991, Blackburn Rovers Ladies have 
enjoyed a glorious rise to the 
pinnacle of women’s football.

Following a move to the club’s magnificent £20m 
Brockhall training complex in 2003, Rovers went 
on to lift the Lancashire Cup and become the first 
team to win the Northern Combination title with a 
100% league record. 

Rovers then made a massive impact in their first 
year of Premier League football, retaining the 
Lancashire Cup and narrowly missing out on 
promotion after suffering just three league defeats 
and ending the season third. 

However, an undefeated Rovers set a Northern 
Division record in 2005-06, wining 20 of their 
22 league games and lifting the Lancashire Cup 
for the third year running, whilst Andy McNally 
became the first coach from outside the top flight 
to be named Nationwide Manager of the Year.

Adam Lakeland replaced McNally at the helm 
in January 2007, as Rovers ended their first ever 
season of top-flight football in fine form.

Lakeland guided the team to a fourth successive 
Lancashire Cup, the historic achievement of two 
successive FA Women’s Cup Team of the Round 
awards, en route to the semi-final stage, and a top-
half finish in the National Division table.

Rovers endured a disappointing season in 2008-
09, losing the Lancashire Cup final on penalties 
to Rochdale and ending their Premier League 
campaign in ninth place.

However, they bounced back in 2009-10, winning 
the Lancashire Cup for the sixth time in seven 
seasons and ending the league season strongly, 
which included an historic 1-1 draw against Arsenal 
at Ewood Park, in seventh place. Rovers’ Reserves 
also lifted their league title.

Former Reserve team manager Scott Rogers, 
who took temporary charge of first team affairs 
for the final two games of the season following 
Adam Lakeland’s resignation, was joined by Nick 
Jackson-Cooney as joint managers on a permanent 
basis at the start of the 2011-12 season. 

Rogers left Rovers in April 2013 to become 
assistant manager at Women’s Super League side 
Liverpool and was replaced by interim manager 
Andy Ramskill, who guided the team to five league 
wins in their last six games.

A new era dawned in the summer of 2013 as 
highly-qualified FA coaches John Prince and Matt 
Craddock became the newly-appointed manage-
ment team. However, after winning just two of their 
opening eight league games, the duo departed in 
early November. 

Gemma Donnelly (interim manager) and former 
Rovers midfielder Amanda Goodwin (assistant 
manager) took temporary charge for the remainder 
of the season, securing Rovers’ Premier League 
status.

Donnelly assembled a new-look Ladies squad for 
the 2014-15 campaign – her first full season in 
charge – and it would prove to be a successful one, 
as Rovers finished third in the FA Women’s Premier 
League Northern Division and secured silverware 
by lifting the Lancashire Challenge Cup for the first 
time in three years, courtesy of a 3-1 victory over 
Morecambe in the final.

Rovers finally gained promotion to the FA Women’s 
Championship at the end of the 2018-19 season, 
following a successful application to compete 
in the second tier. The Blues secured a historic 
quadruple by winning the FA Women’s National 
League Northern Premier Division title for the third 
straight season, as well as retaining the League 
Cup with a dominant 3-0 victory over Crawley 
Wasps in the Final. 
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WE’VE MET BEFORE
BLACKBURN
Eleanor Dale’s first goal for Durham 
Women and a late Molly Sharpe strike 
helped the Wildcats to victory over 
Blackburn Rovers.

Lee Sanders’ side started brightly and 
thought they had taken the lead with 
just seven minutes on the clock after 
Nicki Gears slotted home following a 
quickly-taken free-kick – only for the 
linesman’s flag to halt the celebrations.

Chances kept coming, with Sharpe 
seeing a looping header held by Sten-
son before Sarah Robson fired over 
from 20 yards after Blackburn failed to 
convincingly clear a cross.

After weathering that storm, Blackburn 
forged a fine opportunity of their 
own as a patient move saw Saffron 
Jordan through on goal – with Megan 
Borthwick forced into a stunning save 
to deny her.

The first half ended goalless, but Dale 
almost handed the Wildcats the lead 
within seconds of the restart as she 
forced Stenson into a smart stop from 
range as her rasping drive threatened 
to creep in the bottom corner.

The same player then turned a floated 
Gears cross narrowly wide as Durham 
ramped up the pressure at the start of 
the second half.

But a better chance was still to come, 
as Sarah Robson surged out of midfield 
and played Dale into the box, with the 
striker seeing her effort flash just wide 
of the near post.

Blackburn still looked a threat on the 
break though, and could have taken 
the lead were it not for a stunning 
tackle from Kathryn Hill to dispossess 
Jordan in the area.

And the significance of that tackle 

would fully be felt on 57 minutes as 
the Wildcats took the lead – and it 
was no surprise that the lively Dale got 
the goal.

After Blackburn failed to fully clear a 
corner, Sharpe’s delivery was met with 
a bullet header from the teenager 
as she scored her first goal for the 
Wildcats.

A deserved second would come in 
injury time as Sharpe reacted quickest 
to steer home a header from close 
range.

That proved enough for the Wildcats, 
who sealed a big three points on the 
road.



ONE TO WATCH
ALEX BROOKS

ONE TO WATCH
ELISE HUGHES

SQUAD 
CHECK

Fran Bentley
Goalkeeper
Young stopper who is on loan from 
Manchester United.
Chelsey Jukes
Defender
Versatile defender who has been a 
long-serving member of the side.
Natasha Fenton
Midfielder
A cultured central midfield player with an 
eye for a pass - and for goal.
Ellie Fletcher
Defender
Brings WSL experience to Rovers having 
spent time at Liverpool.
Jade Richards
Defender
Vastly-experienced centre back who won 
promotion with Aston Villa last season.
Lauren Thomas
Midfielder
Another dangerous midfield player - who 
can also play higher up.
Emma Doyle
Midfielder
A threat at both ends and brings real 
energy to the Blackburn engine room.
Saffron Jordan
Forward
Blackburn’s captain - and a clinical finisher 
in and around the box.
Georgia Walters
Forward
Welsh international, comfortable playing 
out wide or centrally.
Kayleigh MacDonald
Defender
A mainstay at the back, and a reliable and 
experienced presence.
Maria Edwards
Midfielder
Youngser who joined on loan from 
Manchetser United this season.
Ali Johnson
Defender
Joined from Sheffield United last month 
having previously played for Liverpool.
Ellie Stewart
Defender
Scored against the Wildcats last season 
and is a big presence in both boxes.

Alex re-joined Rovers in August 2020 following a spell at 
Birmingham City.

The experienced shot stopper spent one-and-a-half years 
with the Barclays Women’s Super League club, making two 
Continental League Cup appearances in 2019-20 and also 
featuring in the FA Cup. 

Rovers completed a deadline day loan move for Everton 
forward Elise Hughes in September 2020.

The 19-year-old joined the Blues until the end of the 2020-21 
season.

Hughes rose through the ranks at Everton’s Regional Talent 
Centre, before making the step up to first-team football with 
the Toffees. 
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JOHN 
MIDDLETON

Greetings from The Turret!

Here we are in December, preparing 
for Christmas and exciting times 
ahead. We’ve had two “Lockdowns” 
and many other days with 
restrictions but Football and our 
Club has kept us entertained 
throughout.

You may not know that Blackburn 
visited pre-season. It was the day 
after the men’s FA Cup Final in 
August, which we covered for UK 
Hospitals; while one of us continued 
to sun himself in Greece (we did it 
remotely), the other was on top of 
a roof with Mark and Andy to see if 
Streaming was possible.

The weather was very similar to 
what we’ve already experienced in 
December. My main memory of the 

match was trying to keep dry - we 
had to give up the experiment when 
Mark’s laptop blew up! Thankfully, 
enough occurred for us to know that 
we could bring you our usual live 
commentary with pictures. 

From that washout to over 12 
thousand viewers for Villa in the 
League Cup! Way above our ex-
pectations when we started and all 
for free to you (and what a game it 
was!). Thanks for tuning-in and thank 
you for giving generously to the 
fundraising, which is now linked to 
it, supporting the #EndChildFood-
Poverty campaign.

Blackburn visit Maiden Castle for 
the second time, the first time in the 
League and the first time with 
coverage available to you. They 
beat us last season and have been 

excellent defensively this season 
so an exciting but tight game is 
promised. 

I hope you can join us either on DHR 
or the Club’s Facebook page, and 
get in touch to let us know where 
you’re watching and how you’re 
finding the coverage.

Enjoy the game, let’s hear the 
“Wildcat Roar”
 
John
 
@JADMiddy
www.internet-radio.com/station/
durhamhospital/



DWFC Player, Jess Holder, is sponsored by Kixx York and 
Kixx Middlesborough, part of a national children’s football 

academy brand, Kixx UK. When Jess isn’t playing and train-
ing with DWFC, she becomes ‘Coach Jess’ with Kixx York.  

The Kixx academies are a fantastic introduction to football 
for children ages 18 months to 10 years of age. You can 

find Kixx academies located all across the country (includ-
ing Middlesbrough and Redcar, which are owned by football 
league legend, James Coppinger). To find your closest Kixx 

children’s football academy, visit www.kixx.org.uk. 
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Find your nearest centre at
TheFA.com/SSEWildcats

THESE WILDCATS
JUST LOVE
TO PLAY

SSE Wildcats provide girls aged  
5-11 the opportunity to have fun,  
make friends and play football.

With over 1,000 centres nationwide,  
find a centre near you and join the fun!



FEATURE 
INTERVIEW

After missing much of the last two seasons through injury, 
Lauren Briggs has been back with a bang this term - and is 
flourishing in a new role. We caught up with her ahead of 
the visit of Blackburn...
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In among a busy start to the 
season, there have been 
plenty of positives to take 
for Durham Women.

And a major one comes in 
the shape of the returning 
Lauren Briggs - who, having 
shaken off the injury that 
saw her ruled-out of the 
2019/20 campaign, has now 
returned to the first-team 
fold.

Briggs has had a long run 
in the side in recent weeks, 
with her performances 
catching the eye - and 
admits she’s pleased to be 
back after a frustrating few 
years.

“It’s probably been about 
four years since I’ve had a 
consecutive run of games, 
but I worked really hard 
over the first lockdown to 
get myself really fit,” she 
explained.

“We had some vigorous 
training sessions, and I’ve 
been doing some extra 
sessions to try and maintain 
my fitness. 

“I feel good and now 
hopefully we can deliver a 
really good performance on 
Sunday.”

A midfielder by trade, 
Briggs has been moved 
further back the field in 
recent weeks - having 
deputised at full-back due 
to injuries in the camp.

And while it’s something of 
an unfamiliar role, the 
adaptation has been 

near-seamless.

Briggs was a star 
performer in the win 
at Sheffield United and 
impressed against Aston 
Villa too - and admits it’s all 
about coming together as 
a team, and doing what’s 
needed to get the three 
points.

“It’s a new role but I’ve got 
to adapt and give my all 
every game,” said Briggs.

“To be fair, it’s been 
quite natural. It’s just about 
us all coming together and 
getting the three points.”

Briggs hasn’t been without 
guidance in adapting to her 
new position, of course.

The experienced Durham 
backline have helped her 
settle into the new role, in 
what is another show of 
togetherness from a 
dressing room who are 
notoriously tight-knit.

But that togetherness seems 
to have stepped-up another 
notch this season, with the 
group battling for each 
other week in, week out.

And Briggs says the 
Wildcats’ performances so 
far this term have been 
testament to that team 
spirit.

“I think that’s why we’re 
getting the results and 
playing well. 

“We can be proud of the 
performances we’ve put in 

and it showcases how 
together we are as a team.

“We’re one big family and 
you really want to fight for 
each person. Every tackle, 
there’s another person there 
supporting you and that’s 
why we’re performing well.”

Today, the focus turns to 
Blackburn Rovers - with the 
Durham squad having bene-
fitted from two weeks away 
from action.

“It’s been a great couple 
of weeks of training,” says 
Briggs.
 
“It’s times like this where 
you really need to come 
together and make a 
massive push in before the 
Christmas break. 

“We’ve ran all the way 
through and we know how 
essential a win is on Sunday 
- so hopefully we come out 
with a good win.

“We’ve got to remember 
we’re on a good run, but 
we’re just taking each game 
as it comes. Hopefully we 
can deliver a good 
performance - and get the 
three points as well.”

You can follow live updates 
from every Durham Women 
game on durhamwfc.co.uk or 
on our official Twitter page, 
@DurhamWFC.

Lauren Briggs is available 
to sponsor for the 2020/21 
season. Email maddy.wood@
durhamwfc.co.uk for more 
details.
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITHME AND 
VISION FOR 
EDUCATION

Through our long-running partnership with Vision for Education, a
number of our first-team players have gained valuable work experience 

in educational settings. Here, Molly Sharpe tells us about her 
experience working with Vision for Education...

“I was able to do a mix of things while working 
with Vision for Education - I’ve been a 

teaching assistant, a supply teacher, a learning 
support assistant - and it’s good to

 do a variety of things. It’s been really good 
and Vision for Education make it very easy 

for you. You’re always in the know, so if they 
have work for you then you’ll be aware. 

They’re very flexible and easy to work with, 
so I’d definitely recommend working with 

Vision for Education to anyone interested in 
working in education.

“You can search and apply for permanent and supply teaching jobs online
at visionforeducation.co.uk

Or if you know someone looking for work, why not recommend them 
and benefit from Vision for Education’s generous recommend a friend 

scheme (terms and conditions apply).  





LAST TIME 
OUT

Durham Women ended their Continental Cup 
campaign with a draw against top tier side Aston 
Villa – a result which all-but seals their passage to 
the knockout stages of the competition.

And while Villa took the bonus point via a penalty 
shoot-out win, the Wildcats can be proud of a 
performance in which they more than matched 
their higher tier opposition.

Indeed, Durham took the lead through Emily 
Roberts with just four minutes on the clock after 
some patient build-up allowed her to whip in a 
cross which caught out Sian Rogers and flew into 
the roof of the net.

That early goal buoyed the hosts who were the 
better side for much of the first half.

Mollie Lambert could have added a second just 
moments after the opener, with her long-range 
effort held by Rogers, before another slick move 
ended in Christon firing narrowly wide of the 
near post.

Durham’s high-press and intensity was causing Villa 
no end of problems and the chances were flowing.

Lambert once again saw a shot held by Rogers 
before Bridget Galloway’s quick-thinking allowed 
Beth Hepple to break into the box – with her 
shot beating Rogers before cannoning back off 

the post.

Hepple would then clip the corner of post and bar 
with an effort from range, before Villa started to 
show their quality as the half wore on.

It took a fine tackle from Sarah Robson to stop 
Emma Follis breaking into the area, before Nadine 
Hanssen saw a strike from the edge of the box 
well-saved by Megan Borthwick.

And it would be Villa who started the second half 
strongly, too, enjoying much of the play even if 
they failed to seriously trouble Borthwick.

But they would have a golden chance to restore 
parity when referee Christiana Hattersley pointed 
to the spot after a Villa player went down in the 
box.

Durham were far from happy with the decision, but 
justice was perhaps done when Borthwick flew to 
her right to parry Stine Larsen’s penalty.

It would be another dead ball situation that would 
see Villa draw level, and again it was one which 
wasn’t without its controversy – with the hosts 
unhappy when a free-kick was awarded against 
them in a dangerous area.

And Follis would show her renowned set-piece 
prowess as she sent the strike curling into 

the bottom corner to put the Villans back on 
level-pegging.

But it was Durham who were in the ascendancy 
from that point, with Molly Sharpe twice coming 
close to a winner.

First she saw a header cleared off the line by 
Asmita Ale before Rogers did well to deny her as 
the game ticked into injury.

And with nothing to separate the sides across nine-
ty minutes, the game went to penalties for a bonus 
point – where Rogers was again the hero.

She kept out Beth Hepple and Mollie Lambert to 
allow Natalie Haigh to net the winning spot kick, as 
Villa won the shoot-out 4-2.

That means Gemma Davies’ side finish atop Group 
A, with Durham all-but set to join them in the 
knockout stages as a best runner-up.

Durham XI: Borthwick, Hill, Briggs, Lambert, 
Wilson, Robson (Lee 70), Hepple, Sharpe, 
Galloway (Brown 85), Christon (Ayre 85), Roberts 
(Crosthwaite 79)

Subs not used: Mackain, Greenwood, Gears
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2020/21 STATS

DATE OPPOSITION COMP. RESULT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4

September 2020

6 Liverpool (A) FAWC D 1-1 Borthwick Hill Salicki Christon Holmes Lambert Robson Hepple (1) Roberts Galloway Gears Sharpe Achterhof Wilson

12 Lewes (H) FAWC W 3-0 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Holmes Robson Hepple (2) Briggs Roberts (1) Sharpe Galloway Gears Lambert

27 London City (H) FAWC W 1-0 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple (1) Roberts Gears Sharpe Briggs Galloway

October 2020

4 Leicester (A) FAWC D 2-2 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple (1) Roberts (1) Gears Galloway Briggs Sharpe

7 Coventry (H) CC W 5-2 Borthwick Ayre Salicki Wilson Christon Lee Briggs Hepple (3) Roberts Sharpe (1) Galloway (1) Hill Robson Crosthwaite Atkinson

11 Crystal Palace (H) FAWC W 2-0 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Briggs Robson Hepple (2) Roberts Sharpe Galloway Atkinson Lee Crosthwaite Gears

18 London Bees (A) FAWC W 2-1 Borthwick Hill Salicki (1) Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple Roberts Gears Sharpe (1) Briggs Crosthwaite Galloway

November 2020

4 Sheffield Utd (A) CC W 6-0 Reid Hill (1) Briggs Wilson Christon Lee Robson (1) Hepple Lambert Roberts (1) Sharpe (1) Gears (1) Galloway (1) Ayre Crosthwaite

8 Charlton (H) FAWC D 1-1 Borthwick Hill Briggs Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple Roberts Gears Galloway (1) Crosthwaite Sharpe

15 Sheffield Utd (A) FAWC W 1-0 Borthwick Hill Briggs Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple Roberts Gears (1) Sharpe Galloway Lee

19 Aston Villa (H) CC D 1-1 Borthwick Hill Briggs Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple Roberts (1) Sharpe Galloway Lee Brown Ayre Crosthwaite

December 2020

6 Blackburn (H) FAWC

13 Coventry (A) FAWC

20 Liverpool (H) FAWC

January 2020

10 Lewes (A) FAWC

17 Crystal Palace (A) FAWC

24 London Bees (H) FAWC

February 2020

7 London City (A) FAWC

14 Leicester (H) FAWC

March 2020

7 Blackburn (A) FAWC

28 Sheffield Utd (H) FAWC

April 2020

25 Charlton (A) FAWC

May 2020

2 Coventry (A) FAWC
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MARRIOTT FITNESS CLUB 
DURHAM

JOIN NOW 
Call 0191 375 3601
 or drop in to enquire

MARRIOTT FITNESS CLUB 
Durham Marriott Hotel 
Royal County 
Old Elvet, Durham 
DH1 3JN

Unwind, get fi t, go for a swim - 
whatever your goals are, our friendly team 
are here to support you. 
We create a welcoming and open 
environment where you can just be you. 

Make yourself at Marriott.

With access to our full range of benefi ts, 
corporate membership only £45 per month.
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THIS SEASON
DON’T MISS A GAME

BUY TICKETS: DURHAMWFC.CO.UK



THE TEAMS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
21
22
24
30
96

Hannah Reid
Kathryn Hill
Lauren Briggs
Mollie Lambert
Sarah Wilson
Sarah Robson
Beth Hepple
Molly Sharpe
Nicki Gears
Iris Achterhof
Bridget Galloway
Lily Crosthwaite
Megan Borthwick
Becky Salicki
Ellie Christon
Emily Roberts
Danielle Brown
Hannah Greenwood
Grace Ayre
Abby Holmes
Brooke Mackain
Rachel Lee

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
20
22
30
37

Fran Bentley
Chelsey Jukes
Charlotte Newsham
Natasha Fenton
Ellie Fletcher
Jade Richards
Lauren Thomas
Emma Doyle
Saffron Jordan
Elise Hughes
Georgia Walters
Kayleigh MacDonald
Alex Brooks
Isobel Dean
Maria Edwards
Megan Dykes
Leah Embley
Ali Johnson
Aimee Hodgson
Ria Montgomery
Ellie Stewart

NEXT UP 
AT HOME
Durham v Liverpool
20 December
12pm kick-off


